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I love my work.
I am blessed.
I teach many precious children born with Down syndrome.
I teach them how to read, how to write, and how to think in
math terms, but most importantly, I teach them to love the process of learning.
I show them that learning is fun and that they can be successful learners.
Each day I work one on one and in small groups with my learners.
While they have learned a lot from me, I have certainly learned a lot from them.
I have learned patience.
I have developed compassion.
I have come to learn that things are not always as they seem.
Within us all is a great untapped potential.
I have learned how to persevere.
I have learned that most anything is possible if you set a goal and stick with it.
I have witnessed that the human spirit is so beautiful and so full of love.
I have also learned how children learn best.
They learn best when they are relaxed.
They learn best in a calm environment
They learn best when they connect with and have a rapport with their teacher.
They learn best when they are respected as an individual.
They learn best when they have learning materials and activities that meet them
where they are at and then allow them to systematically move to higher levels.
Children learn best when learning is a fun and positive experience.
It is my hope that I can share with you what has worked for me with my precious
learners and that you will have the pleasure of experiencing the joys that this
wonderful work can bring to both you and your learner.
~Terry Brown
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Teaching Reading
My program was inspired from the groundbreaking pioneering work of Patricia
Oelwein.
Teaching Reading to Children with Down Syndrome is an excellent book that
describes how children with Down syndrome learn to read. I encourage every
parent and educator to read this book. Patricia literally wrote the book on this
subject!

The So Happy to Learn Beginner
Reading
Reading Series, Worksheets with Guidance
The Beginning Reading Series Books and Worksheets are available for purchase
and down load. Please visit www.sohappytolearnathome.com
or contact me at terrybrown@sohappytolearn.com
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The So Happy to Learn Beginning Reading Series
Children with Down syndrome are visual learners. We want to make the most of
this strength through fun, simple and success based teaching.
I start by making simple books that are easy to master therefore giving the learner
a successful first experience with reading.
I make simple worksheets that go with the books so my learner can practice their
skills, build their skills and learn to work independently. The worksheet curriculum
grows as the child grows.
Examples from The So Happy to Learn Beginning Reading Series:
These are the first two books and worksheets of the series
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Worksheet samples

cut and match

All of the books and worksheets in the series follow
follow a predictable pattern,
pattern, setting ou
our learners up
for success. They start out
out very simple and
and become more challenging
challenging as the learner gains
confidence and
and skills.

The I See Letters Book.
Wonderful for reading,
reading, speech and learning letter sounds.
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Your Learner
is a
Unique and Capable Individual

• Please resist the urge to compare your
learner to another.
• See your learner for the unique and
capable individual they are.
• Have high yet realistic expectations.
• Meet them where they are at every step
of the way and you watch in delight as
they learn and progress!
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Successful Teaching Techniques
Learning should be a fun and enjoyable experience.
Here are some of the things I do to ensure that our learning
sessions are fun and productive.
• Have a plan and stick to it
• Systematic, all lessons building on the last one
• Make the lesson useful and meaningful and of high
interest when possible
• Set the tone/connect with your learner
• Teach do not test
• Set your learner up for success
• Repetition, repetition ,repetition
• Adaptation, adaptation, adaptation
• Follow your intuition
• Work from your heart
• Be enthusiastic
• Respect your learner
• Believe in your learner
• Have fun toys and special tools handy
• Focus on what is right
• Be calm and assertive
• Offer incentives as needed--- but no bribes
• Avoid corrections, model for your learner
• Have movement breaks between activities
• See each child as a unique individual
• Give sincere praise and be enthusiastic (relish in their joy
of accomplishment)
• Stop before your learner is ready to stop
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• Be mindful of what you are teaching do not overwhelm
your learner or yourself
• Be patient in all areas (also, wait up to 10 seconds at
times for a reply)
• Have the attitude, “you can do it!” and see your learner
succeeding
• Move quickly
• Meet them where they are at…all attempts are to be
praised.
• Be calm and assertive
• Give choices
• Be prepared, have all of you materials on hand.
• Go easy on your learner and go easy on yourself
• Relax and Have Fun!

©sohappytolearn 2003-2009
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Family I See Book with Worksheets
I make each of my learners their own I See Family Book with matching
worksheets.
These books are always a big hit.
Having their own family book really motivates and keeps their interest.
These books are easy to make by hand or computer.
You can make them on your own or contact so happy to learn and I can make a

personalized book and worksheets for you.

Text examples:
My I See Family Book
I see mom.
I see dad.
I see John.
I see Rover.
I see Grandma.
I see me, Susie.
I see my family.
The End
Here is an example of a book for 3 year old Ellie.
I make the words bigger and separate them so she will focus on each word.

And and
and so on…
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Here is a fun match worksheet example
Make copies and match picture to picture
word to word, word to picture

Beth’s worksheet
straight line match

For my older this book

Here is a sample of a book I made for an older beginner reader.

and so on….

©sohappytolearn
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High Interest Flash Cards Words
High interest flash card words are one of my learner’s favorite activities
and one that everyone has relatively quick success with.
Start out with 10-12 high interest words.
Example: What learner calls parents, learner’s name, sibling’s names,
close relatives, favorite food, favorite television or movie character,
words they say well. I always add the words yes, no, I and see as well.
Write each word neatly and large on an index card with a thick black
sharpie.
Mama
yes

Papa
no

I

Joey

Matt

See

happy

Elmo
pizza

Once these are nearly mastered you can add a few more words at a
time. Do not overwhelm your learner!
• Have learner sit in front of you attentive and ready to learn.
• Hold the cards a bit above your learners eye level (hint: write
word small in pencil on back so you can read it and say it as your
learner sees the card)
• Say the word, move quickly to the next word, then the next.
• After a few sessions or when you sense your learner is ready,
have them repeat the word after you.
• When you sense your learner is ready to read by themselves, give
them a few seconds to say the word on their own. If they are
unable to do so, promptly provide it for them and move quickly to
the next word.
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• Put a check on the back of the card each time your learner reads
the word without help. This will help keep track of progress.
• Add a few new cards when you learner has almost mastered the
first 10.

For the non verbal learner encourage them to make an utterance for
each word.
You can also use sign language but it is important that they attempt to
make a cound for each word. Experience has taught me that this
develops speech and with much practice improvement can be seen

High Interest Words Sentence Strips
After your learner is familiar with and can read some of their words you
can start to make sentence strips for them to read.
Using index cards make up cards using their high interest words and
sentence building word cards.
Example

Sentence Building Cards: I see like love a the said am is
High interest Word Cards: Mom Dad Joey yes no happy sad Matt
dog cat
Keep it simple and start with simple I see sentence strips, When your
learner has gained confidence then replace the word see with love.
When your learner is comfortable with this activity you can make
different sentences like I am happy, I said yes, and so on.
I like to have a bell to ring at the end of each sentence strip that the
learner can ring after they have read the sentence. This makes it extra
fun!
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High Interest Words Book
Make a book using two pieces of hard card stock and 10 or so pieces of
paper(one for each word). Staple and glue on an attractive strip binder.
Make a copy of your learner’s high interest flash words onto index cards.
Have your learner choose a word. Glue it on to the first page.
The go to the next word until the book is filled.
You can leave your book like that or you can add a sentence to the
bottom of each page. I write the sentence words on index cards.
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Show enthusiasm while doing these activities!
Cheer your learner on, be patient and know with fun
success based practice your learner
learner will begin to read the
words on their own.
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Picture and Sentence Books
The Picture and Sentence Book is an activity that has proven highly successful for
all of my learners.
They enjoy it and are successful reading the books because they choose the
pictures and they help create the sentences.
This activity teaches and builds skills in reading, sentence structure and develops
speech and language capabilities.
Start by making simple “I See” books, (I see a dog. I see a butterfly. I see a cat.)
then work your way up to “I like” and “I want” books, ( I like ice cream. I like
the butterfly. I want ice cream).
Next you can make books with more words, (The balloon is red, The girl is
happy.)
Stay at each stage for a long time and don’t rush to make specialty and more
advanced books.
If you rush, your learner may lose interest. Let them master each step. Once you
reach a level of mastery and comfort, you can then make specialty books and your
learner will enjoy them.
Themed specialty books examples:
examples: Picture and Sentence books where your learner
writes the sentence, books focusing on math concepts, books focusing on reading
comprehension, books about a particular subject and books that have several
sentences or paragraphs all based on the picture the learner chose.
How to make a book
In advance, have a box full of pictures ready. I get pictures from magazines,
newspapers and clip art from the computer. I also photocopy pictures of high
interest people and cut pictures off of old worksheets. Use simple, one object
pictures for the beginning learner ( like dog, cat, girl, boy, butterfly) and more
complex pictures for the advanced learner ( such as people washing a car, children
playing with a toy). I keep a separate box of pictures for math ( like pictures of
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multiple items, math language pictures, a big car, a little car, a ball on a box and
so on).
Make your blank book in advance: You will need two pieces of card stock for the
cover and 10 pieces of plain white paper. Staple your book and then take a strip of
paper and glue over the spin to cover staples, this also makes the book look
attractive.
Title each book “[Learners name]’s Picture and Sentence Book” and at the bottom
number each page.
When you get into themes you can write the theme at the bottom. ( Such as math,
writing, animals and so on).
Have supplies handy: Glue stick (Avery diapering color is my favorite), Black
marker (I like Sharpies), and precut strips of paper to write your sentences on.
Make sure your learner is relaxed and focused
Lay out three pictures for you learner to choose from
Ask them what they see
Glue the picture on to the paper
Write the sentence on the strip of paper: ‘I see bear’.

Notes: Underline the word your learner gives you. By doing this you can keep
track of their progress. Use the word they give you without correcting it in any
way in the beginning.
Keep it simple in the beginning; you can add ‘the’ or ‘a’ in future books.
Help your learner come up with words if they need it and underline words that
they give you, this will help you keep track over time of their progress.
Glue a line under the picture
Tear or cut the sentence into individual words (after several books you do not
need to use the strips of paper, just write large and clear with spaces between
each word on the paper itself )
Have your learner look at each word say each word then glue it on to the paper
(they can do this or you can)
With your pointer, read the sentence to your learner
Give the pointer to your learner and it is their turn to read
Go to the next page.
Number each page as this can be a math lesson too!
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I recommend doing three pages in a sitting, so your learner does not become
bored.
Next time you do the activity re-read the pages you have done and do three more.
Save all of your books, keep them in a handy place for your learner to reread over
and over again. It is my hope that these become favorites and treasured books for
your learners as they have been for mine!

Examples of various Picture
Picture and Sentence Books
Book covers

Basic I See Books
Learners often stay in this stage for a long time, do not move on until learner can read I See
Books with ease.
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I Want / I Like Books
Add these to the mix continue to use I see sentences in the book as well. I often put a box
around the new word so the learner can see it is a new word and not the word ‘see’ they are
used to.

More Complex Sentences
Have your learner give you words and you can make more complex sentences. Keep it simple
and at your learner’s level. This is a great way for your learner to learn high frequency sight
words.
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Some entertaining sentences that learners came up with on their own. (note the
underlined words as these are their own words. Do this in your learner’s book to
track progress) .
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Book Theme -- Focus on Math
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Book Theme -- Focus on Comprehension
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Book theme -- Focus on Writing

Learners eventually write
independently in their own notebooks
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Specialty Books
Picture and Word Book

People I Like Book Theme

Color book

Animals
Animals Book theme

Enjoy making Picture and Sentence Books with your learner, and I wish you all the best success
in this worthwhile endeavor!
© 2003-2012 sohappytolearn
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High Interest and Specialty Books
Learners love to have books that are easy to read and are of interest.
You can easily make books for them that they will love to read and
cherish.
Book ideas
Books about them;

The Jaden Book I see Jaden. (picture of Jaden) Jaden is a boy.
(picture of Jaden) Jaden is 4 years old. (cake with four candles)
Jaden has a mom.(picture of Mom) Jaden has a dad.( picture of
Dad) The End
Books about their family:

My Family Book I see Mom. I see dad. I see Sissy. I see
Robbie. I see me, Jaden. I see my family! The End (corresponding
pictures for each page)
Books about people they like:

I like Mrs. Smith. I like Kate. I like Grandma….
Books about places they like;

I like Target. I like Disneyland. I like my house.
Books about animals they like:

I see a lion. I like the lion. I see a cat. I like the cat.
Books about their daily routine:

I am at my house. I am at school. I am in the bath tub.
Books about favorite TV or movie characters

I like Elmo. Elmo is red. Elmo is friends with Big Bird.
How to make a book
Construction paper or hard card stock works well.
Stable and bind as you do with the Picture and sentence book.
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You can type your text on Microsoft word and cut and glue on the each
page or you can hand write the words.
You can also take your books in to an office supply store to be laminated
and bound.

36pt

Font: Use a large font
is good and I like comic sans.
Remember to put 3 to 4 spaces between each word.
Example

I see mom.
I see dad.
When writing by hand make your print large and neat.
Tips for successful book making
Keep it simple!!!
Your goal is for your learner to be able to read these books on their own
and to love reading the books you make.
Make the books with your learner or by yourself and present it to them
at learning time. Which way you do it will depend on the temperament
of your learner and your speed and confidence in making a book.
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Examples of books
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Etc…The End

Etc…The End

Etc…..The End

The possibilities are endless… have fun creating your own books!
© 2003-2009 sohappytolearn.com
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Writing/Coloring/Artistic
Writing/Coloring/Artistic Expression
I love to teach writing and have had tremendous success with it over the years.
I will share my techniques in the hopes you can get your learner on the path to
learning to color, draw and write while loving the process!
Writing should be pain free, relaxed and fun for the learner.
Start with scribbles and work your way up.
Praise your learner for all attempts they make at writing
Model for them what you would like them to learn. (Teach do not test)
Focus on the process not the immediate out come.
Provide plenty of opportunities for creative expression(sidewalk chalk, painting
etc.) as well as structures lessons.
Keep it simple!
Start out with easy pictures to color pictures, easy letters to write, high interest
words to write, and simple fun sentences to write or copy.
Have a doodling communication notebook for you and your learner
In teaching writing you will do the following:
Model for your learner what you would like them to learn and do.
Do light hand over hand at times.
Most importantly: Make sure your learner has A LOT of relaxed, easy going
practice on their own.

Coloring
Have simple objects on paper for your learner to color.
Color side by side to model for your learner. Do not color ‘perfectly’ use different
colors, sing and have fun while you color. Model for your learner that coloring is
fun. Praise ALL of their attempts.
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GO STOP
Have your learner draw a straight line across from one dot to the other as they do
it say Goooooooooooooooooo STOP!
They love it and it is my favorite beginning writing exercise.

Pretend Writing
Write notes to your learner and model for them what writing is all about.
Encourage them to write you notes. It will be scribble, but that’s where writing
begins!
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Jimmy started out writing expressively with scribble then after a few years of writing practice
wrote the second paper on his own and the third for school with little assistance

Drawing
Teach your learner to draw by starting with simple pictures.
On a sheet of paper draw a line down the middle. While your learner watches
draw a simple picture then have your learner draw the same thing. Some of my
favorites to start out with are a balloon, the sun, a persons face, tree and
snowman. Also encourage your learner to draw pictures on their own.

Kelly drew Mrs. Brown independently then 2 years later drew her self as a ‘pretty princess’ from
my model

Letter formation
Start with easy to form letters. I start with O, L, l then on to E,F,M. Once your
writer has mastered these and is comfortable move on to the other letters of the
alphabet.
My favorite method for teaching this is by using large boxes and taking turns
writing in the letter. I make an o my learner makes an o and so on. I do not
verbally correct, I just model the correct way to make the letter. The learner
always catches on eventually!
On the back of worksheets I make a large letter then have the learner make the
same letter on the other side of the paper.
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High Interest Words
While teaching a learner how to write their name I also teach them to write
MOM and DAD. These words are easy to master and of high interest.
I also ask my learner what they would like to write, I write that word for them and
make a big box for them to “write the word. What often begins as an unintelligible
scribble, over time becomes the well written word.

“10 cent”
cent” Notebooks
At the back to school sales I buy years worth of 10 cent spiral bound notebooks at
target.
I have a few creative uses for them and home or on the go:
Paper to free form doodle on
Paper to practice letter formation
Paper to practice writing words
Paper to communicate with your learner: This shows your learner why they are
learning to write---so they can communicate!
Ask your learner questions have them circle their response and cross out the
other responses. Are you a boy? Yes No …. What do you want for
lunch? Hot dogs
Pizza …. How do you feel? Sad Happy Sick
This is also a great reading exercise as well, you are exposing your learner to
many new words.
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The advanced writer can keep a notebook and write about pictures they like

Have fun teaching your learner to love writing and artistic expression.
With lots of patient, loving practice this can be achieved!

©2003-2009 sohappytolearn
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The Word Game
(The reading, spelling, sentence, math game)

The Word Game was created by Mrs. Brown many years ago
and has developed over the years. It is a favorite activity for all
of my learners.
This game is so awesome because it affords each learner an
opportunity to read, spell, create a sentence and do simple
addition equations all in one simple short game!
The Word Game is also a social activity which gives you and
your learner fun time together and develops turn taking and
waiting skills!

Materials you will need:
Tally Sheet
Paper/index cards
Pen
Glue

Here is how you play the game:
• Write out 2-10 words on a piece of paper or index card.
• Cut them out. (I like to use index cards as the paper is easier to
handle -- four words will fit per card so use a bigger sheet for
more words)
• Lay the word cards out. (Start with simple easy to master
words)
• Give each player a sheet to glue their words onto (Index
cards work well here too if you are using a small amount of
words)

• Put some glue on each players card
34

• Write the name of each player on the tally sheet (Use

provided sheet or blank piece of paper)

•
•
•
•
•

Adult goes first to set example.
Pick a word
Read the word
Spell the word
Use the word in a sentence

Example:
Example:
“Cat.”
“C - A - T spells “cat”.”
“I see a cat.”
“Your turn!”

(You are modeling for you learner what you want them to do, so speak
clearly, let them see the word and use a simple sentence)

Have your learner choose a word.
(In the beginning your learner will need to be lead through each step
and given the answer; this is ok because this is how they will learn!)

Give your learner a few seconds… if they do not respond read
the word for them, then help them to spell it and then help
them make a sentence. Encourage your learner to repeat after
you.
Example:
You choose “Dog”
“Say dog”
“Spell it with me: D – O – G.”
“Let’s say the sentence together: I see a dog.”
“You did great, now it is my turn!”
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When all of the words have been taken, it is time to tally up the
score.
Count your words and write the amount next to your name on
the tally sheet.
Help your learner to count their words. Write the amount next
to their name.
Add the equation using happy dots.
Count the amount of word cards and see if they match the sum
on the equation.

Celebrate with a high five!
Tips:
After modeling for your learner they will pick up the process
and soon be reading the words, spelling the words, and using
them in a sentence all on their own.
It is very important to praise all attempts and to not “correct”
your learner, but instead to model for them what you would like
them to do.
Use the same words over and over again, giving your learner a
chance to master the skills.
Use high interest words. As your learner becomes familiar with
this game you can add in a variety of vocabulary.
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In the beginning I like the sum total of cards to be 10 or less to
help with addition.
Addition
I like to teach math as a one to one correspondence by having
my learners memorize the ‘touch points’ for numerals 1-9.
I have adapted this from the popular teaching method of Touch
Math.
I have changed it a bit to meet the special needs of my learners.
I have them place ‘happy dots’ on each numeral.
It is most important to teach the one to one correspondence for
numerals 1-4 before doing the dot placement for 5-9.
This game will help speed the process, but know that this can be
a long process. The good news is once your learner gets it, they
will have a solid foundation from which to move forward in
math.

©sohappytolearn
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Math
Math can be a bit difficult for learners and can require much patience and thought
in teaching. I teach math with the same enthusiasm as other subjects, and I let my
learners know that MATH IS FUN!
I have had success in teaching my learners to understand basic math concepts, do
basic addition, and thoroughly enjoy the process. As with other subjects, lots of
stress free practice is key.
Use a lot of math language with your learner. Wire their brain for math with math
language and fun games and activities that are math related.
I use an adapted version of ‘Touch Math’ to teach addition. I teach one to one
correspondence for numbers 1-9 having the learner memorize the position of
where each ‘happy dot’ lives on each number. This is a systematic and effective
way to teach one on one correspondence that your learner will remember forever.
I want my learner to master numbers 1-3, then 4, then 5, then 6, 7, 8 and nine.
This can take quite a while, but is worth the effort.
We are building a solid foundation on which all future math skills will be
developed from.
Math Language
Teach your learner to talk and think in mathematical terms. Model math language
for your learner and soon you will see they will be thinking and talking in
mathematical terms as well. Important: model math language, but do not ask
questions. (Teach Don’t Test!) Here are some examples:
You are at the zoo: “Look Lu Lu, I see two zebras, one is bigger than the other!”
You are eating dinner: “Charlie, you have so many french fries. You have more
than I do!”
In a room with people: “Oh look, I see there are two boys in the room and one girl!
“Wow,, three people are wearing eye glasses and one person is not wearing glasses!
Math word problem talk:
“You have two cookies and I have one cookie, 2 plus one equals 3, three cookies
all together!”
together
The possibilities are endless! I have found this has really opened up my learners
minds to think and speak in math terms.
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Fun Games and activities
There is no shortage of fun games and activities on the market that will enhance
your learner’s math skills.
Here are a few of my favorites:
The Word Game
Keeping track of worksheets completed by putting pennies in a jar and a written
tally sheet
Counting stairs as we walk up them
Fun and easy to do math worksheets

Happy dot placement
Through repetitive easy practice your learner can learn the one to one
correspondence for numbers 1-9 by practicing putting ‘happy dots’ where they live
on each number. Here is the placement order. Remember to start with 1, 2 and 3,
and move up as they master each number.
Practice worksheet example
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Word problems
problems and addition equations
Putting equations into fun word problems helps your learner understand why they
are doing addition equations. It is also a good reading lesson!

Samples of Mrs. Brown’s math worksheets and ways you can make adapted
worksheets
Beginners practice counting and dot placement
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After memorizing the dot placement, most learners memorize the placement and no longer need
the dots. Many then go on to memorize addition facts now that they have a solid understanding
of one to one correspondence.

a

L
More or less Worksheets beginner and advanced

Advanced learners answer math related questions
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S

Enjoy teaching your learner to love and understand math.
Through persistent loving practice you will achieve this worthwhile goal!

sohappytolearn
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Guidelines for a Learning Session at a Glance
Glance
Activities:
• Read Books
• High Interest Words Flashcards
• Picture and Sentence Book
• Worksheets
Typical Time: 20-45 minutes
1. Connect with your learner.
2. Do some movement and wake up your brain activities. Include water, focus
spray and a positive affirmation.
3. Let learner choose between 2 books, and then read both books.
4. Have learner choose between Flash cards or Picture and Sentence book, then
do the activity they choose first then the other.
5. Take a movement break.
6. I love to do 5-10 minutes of Starfall.com with my learner.
7. Worksheets and Choice folder time.
Session is over!
Be sure to refer to Successful teaching techniques often.
Once you have established a routine and your learner is comfortable and making
progress, you can add in other activities if you’d like. It is important to be
consistent and add to the foundation you are building.
Note: I only incorporate academic activities into this routine that I will stay with
and we can build on. For example I may add “The Word Game” or a sequencing
game.
I would not add in educational toys and games, as I would use those throughout
the day outside of the learning session.

©sohappytolearn.com
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Mrs. Brown’s
Wake up and Organize your Brain Routine
These activities are beneficial for adults to do as well to wake up and organize their brains!

1. Connect in a loving way with your learner
2. Drink some water
3. Use the focus spray…affirm “ I am focused”
4. Add any other affirmations you’d like i.e. “ I am happy.”
“I am a good reader.” “I make good choices.”
5. Do Three Thumps or Brain Buttons
Tap several times above breast bones, between breast, side of outer side chest (where
bottom of bra falls)

6. Do Lazy Eights
Trace a side ways figure 8 on paper or in the air

7. Do Super Yoga
Cross arms, hold earlobes and do a few squats as you breath in and out

8. Do Crossovers
March in place, have right arm touch left knee, left arm touches right knee as you move

9. Do Hookups
Cross arms, cross legs, relax. I like to trace a lazy eight over learner and sing a song.
This is very relaxing.

Big smiles and off to learning or the start of our day!
If all this seems to much, or to break up the routine, do simple exercises or put on music to
dance to! The important thing is to MOVE and HAVE fun!

Sohappytolearn
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Focus Spray
‘Focus spray’ is good to use prior to going to school or doing a task that requires
focus.
The essential oils in ‘Focus Spray’ actually reach parts of the brain that work on
concentration and focus!
The familiar fragrance also brings forth good memories of being focused and ready
to learn.
The essential oil spray helps set the learner into a positive state of mind.
Not to forget to mention it is also just plain old fun!
Get relaxed with your child, take a deep breath, spray the focus spray around your
head, close your eyes, and say, “I am focused” then spray the focus spray around
your child’s head and help your child to affirm
“I am focused.”
If you would like to make your own you can purchase a spray bottle, fill it with
purified water and add 10-15 drops of organic high quality essential oils.
Shake and it is ready for use!

Reference: Calming, relaxing and balancing, both physically and emotionally, University
researchers in Japan found that diffusing certain aromas in an office environment dramatically
improved mental accuracy and concentration. Diffused lemon resulted in 54 percent fewer
errors, jasmine 33 percent fewer errors and Lavender 20 percent fewer errors. When aromas
were diffused during test taking, scores increased by as much as 50 percent. Has been
documented to improve concentration and mental acuity.
University of Miami researchers found that inhalation of lavender oil increased beta waves in
the brain, suggesting heightened relaxation. A 2001 Osaka University study found that lavender
reduced mental stress and increased alertness. ~ Essential Oils Desk Reference~
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Finger Pacing
I model for the child what I want them to say. As I say each word, I hold up a
finger for each word. “I…want… a …goldfish… please.” “I… want… my…
Barney… DVD… please.”
Then I ask them to say it after I have modeled for them. You may need to take
them through it word by word.
Pretty soon all I have to do is hold up one finger as a reminder, and they say the
whole sentence on their own!
As in all things I teach, I do not correct, I model.
I accept their attempts with great praise, and know through easy and no pressure
practice it will get better and better!!
If your child is not talking yet, an utter for each word is a great step in the right
direction!
I also think it is important to start out having the child say it just for things that
they really want, such as snacks, videos, and so on.
Do not burn them out by making them do it all the time. Pretty soon it will start to
come naturally.
Finger Queuing is helpful for pronunciation. I will save that for another video.
Please ask me about it if you have questions. I believe I have shown it to almost
everyone.
I learned these great techniques from Speech Therapist Barbara Tien of the PREP
Program in Canada (presenter at the Club 21 conference last year)
www.clubtwentyone.org (this is a great site with lots of resources if you have not
visited it yet)
Finger pacing has really helped my learners to slow down their speech and to
speak in complete sentences. I wanted to share this valuable tool and remind
those that do it to use it more often. I need to remember this myself!
sohappytolearn
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The Beatitudes for Friends of Exceptional Children
Blessed are you who take time to listen to difficult speech:
For you help us to know that if we persevere,
We can be understood.
Blessed are you who walk with us in public places,
And ignore the stares of strangers,
For in your companionship,
We find havens of peace.
Blessed are you who never bid us to "hurry up",
And more blessed are you
Who do not snatch tasks from our hands to do them for us,
For often we need time rather than help.
Blessed are you who stand beside us
As we enter new and untried ventures,
For our failures will be outweighed
By the times we surprise ourselves and you.
Blessed are you who ask for our help,
For our greatest need is to be needed.
Blessed are you when you assure us,
That the one thing that makes us individuals
Is not in our peculiar muscles,
Nor in our wounded nervous systems,
Nor in our difficulties in learning,
Nor any exterior difference.
But is in our inner, personal, individual self
Which no infirmity can diminish or erase.
unknown
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Mrs. Brown’s favorite Quotes that Pertain to Life and Learning
No pessimist ever discovered the secrets of the stars,
stars, or sailed to
uncharted land or opened a new heaven to the human spirit.
~Helen Keller~

It does not matter how slowly you go so long as you do not stop.
~Confucius~

Three things in human life are important:
The first
first is to be kind.
The second is to be kind.
The third is to be kind.
~Henry James~

We can do anything we want if we stick to it long enough.
~Helen Keller~
Blessed are those who can
laugh at themselves, for they shall never go unun-amused.
~unknown~

If at first you don’t succeed try, try again.
~W.E. Hickson~

Nothing is so potent as the silent influence of a good example.
~James Kent~
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If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors
to live the life in which he imagined, he will meet success unexpected in
common hours.
~Henry David Thoreau~

“If you aren’t having a wonderful time
and your child is not having a wonderful
wonderful time—
time—stop.
You are doing something wrong.”
~ Glenn Doman~

I long to accomplish a great and noble task, but it is my chief duty to
accomplish small tasks as if they were great and noble.
~Helen Keller~

Be of good cheer.
cheer. Do not think of today’s failures, but of the success that
may come tomorrow. You have set yourself a difficult task but you will
succeed if you persevere : and you will find joy in overcoming obstacles.
Remember, no effort that we make to obtain something
something beautiful is ever
lost.
~Helen Keller~

Blessed are the flexible
For they shall not be bent out of shape.
~unknown~
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Recommended Reading and Resources
Teaching Reading to Children With Down Syndrome: A Guide
for Parents and Teachers
Patricia Logan Oelwein
This is the book that was the inspiration and springboard for my
work. This is an excellent book and covers much information on
how children with Down syndrome learn best and provides
many fun activities.
Literacy Skill Development for Students with Special Learning
Needs
Leslie Broun and Patricia Oelwein
This book is similar to the above book, only a bit shorter and written for
those that learn differently

Smart Moves: Why Learning Is Not All in Your Head
Carla Hannaford and Candace B. Pert
This book explains how movement helps in learning and explains why
Brain Gym and other similar techniques work so well. I have witnessed
great strides in learning based on these methods.

Starfall
www.starfall.com
This sight is GREAT site to help teach reading. It is easy and fun to use.
I have used it daily with my learners for many years with great success!
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